Small in size

Fitting Guide
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• Ensure bottom of cushion opening
aligns with the bottom of your nose
then place the mask over your nose.
• Then pull headgear over your head so
it sits midway between ears and eyes.
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• Adjust the top strap first by pulling
the strap through the buckle, one
notch at a time, until the mask is
comfortably over your nose.

• The back strap should sit just above
the ears at the back of the head.

• Do not overtighten.

• Ensure back strap sits over your hair.

COMFORT
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• Ensure mask is comfortably sealed.

• Adjust both fasteners on the fabric
back strap at the same time.

BIG ON

• Adjust the nasal cushion until it sits
comfortably on your nose.
• Connect the free end of the short
tube assembly to the air tubing of
your device, then turn it on.

• Check for leak and adjust if needed.
If any air is leaking out then readjust
the back strap before readjusting
the top strap.
• Your mask is now ready to use.

Optional Soft Wraps
• Wrap each of the soft wraps
around either side of the
headgear, folding the top
fastener over the lower one.

• The soft wraps should be
positioned on your cheeks,
with the fasteners on
the outside.

Swift FX Nano

For more details, refer to the Swift FX Nano
or Swift FX Nano for Her User Guide.
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NASAL MASK

Introducing Swift FX Nano, the new compact
nasal mask your patients have been waiting for.
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Swift FX Nano for Her
TM

NASAL MASK

Small, light and appealing
With its compact, open-faced design, minimal two-point headgear
(no need for rigid frames or forehead support) light weight, and
optional soft wraps, Swift FX Nano provides patients with comfort
and a real sense of facial freedom.
Sleep apnea patients often look for the smallest, least intrusive and
most comfortable mask they can find. New patients can now enjoy
the comfort of the Swift FX Nano in an appealing new compact size.  

Benefits for you

Benefits for your patients

Builds on the strength of Swift FX

Light and natural

Swift FX Nano delivers the compact size, facial freedom, reliability and comfort
that the Swift name is famous for with the breathing ease of a nasal cushion.

It provides the lightness of a Swift FX pillows mask with the natural breathing
comfort of a nasal mask.

Set up once and they’re set

Can easily wear glasses on therapy

It fits quickly and requires minimal or often no adjustment once fitted, saving time,
money and additional patient visits.

Swift FX Nano provides uninterrupted vision, so patients can wear glasses
to comfortably watch TV, or read, while on therapy.

Simple to use and reassemble after cleaning

Choice of sleeping positions

Swift FX Nano has fewer main parts than most other nasal masks (just three:
headgear, cushion and tube) and it is simple to use.

Swift FX Nano is flexible during movement as the user sleeps, so patients
can sleep in a variety of different positions.

Maintains a comfortable seal

Surprisingly quiet performance

Its smooth 360° rotating ball-joint helps maintain seal effectively and provides
comfort with adaptive flexibility.

Advanced venting design diffuses airflow so the mask is quiet to
use—just 25 dBA.*

Designed for easy user acceptance

Swift FX Nano / Swift FX Nano for Her
Mask system

* Declared dual numbered noise emission values (with uncertainty 3 dBA) in accordance with ISO 4871.e1.

Swift FX Nano is light and compact with minimal headgear helping encourage
patients to accept and continue therapy.

Swift FX Nano /Swift FX Nano for Her
Components

Quick fitting headgear
with easy adjusting notches on the
top strap. Set once and forget!

Backstrap only
(Grey)

Two-point headgear
has only minimal contact
on the face and provides
excellent all round vision

SoftEdge fabric back strap
is soft and comfortable, with
quick setting fasteners
TM

62290

All soft nasal cushion
with a dual-wall design and Spring-Air
TechnologyTM that is soft for the patient
while providing a comfortable seal

Cushions
62230 (Standard)
62281 (Wide)
62231 (Small)

Ultra smooth ball-joint
with 360° unimpeded movement
for adaptive flexibility

Whisper-quiet diffuse venting
gently distribute air away from
the user and their bed partner

‘Lock and key’
for easy attaching and
detaching of headgear

Soft wraps
(Grey)
61530 (2)

Innovative cuff
decouples the turning force from elbow
to the short tube, allowing the tube to
move independently of the elbow

Size and name indicators
clearly identify the size and the
correct orientation of the mask
Frame assembly (Grey)
(includes short tube,
elbow and swivel)
62236 (1)
62237 (10)

Cushion tab hinges
adapt to improve flexibility
between headgear and cushion

Spring-flex tubing
minimises any pull on the mask,
enhancing comfort on the face

Frame assembly
(Pink)
62244 (1)
62245 (10)

Soft wraps
(Pink)
61544 (2)

Headgear assembly
(includes silicon
headgear, backstrap
and soft wraps)
Grey: 62238 (1)
Pink: 62248 (1)

Product Codes
			
APAC
Swift FX Nano mask system* (Standard)

62216

Swift FX Nano mask system* (Wide) 		

62218

Swift FX Nano for Her mask system** (Small)

62217

* Includes Standard or Wide cushion, Swift FX Nano headgear assembly, plus grey backstrap, soft wraps and frame assembly.
** Includes Small cushion, Swift FX Nano For Her headgear assembly, plus pink backstrap, soft wraps and frame assembly.

